
Design for Assembly Analysis: Error-Proofing a Design 

I was putting a chair together for my daughter the other day; one of those ready-to-assemble ones that 

comes with all the hardware and even the tools in one neat package.  Overall, having done many of 

these kinds of pieces of furniture, this one was actually very well done.  But one thing struck me – the 

potential for an assembly error that could have been averted had a little more attention been taken in 

the Design. 

The Seat & The Plate 

 

Looking at the bottom of the seat, what is noticeable?  In this case, the pattern of threaded holes for the 

bottom plate to be connected.  Looking at the plate that gets screwed on, that pattern is clear: a 

rectangle. 



 

 

Labeled 

The seat and the plate were well-labeled.  Both had “FRONT” clearly marked.  Thus, looking at the 

labeling, it was clear which was which.  But the potential was there for the plate to be put on backwards.  

Since the hole pattern would permit the screws to be inserted and tightened in either position, this was 

not an error-proof design – but rather one that relied on the end assembler to ensure that the two 

pieces were correctly aligned. 

In retrospect, and I have not checked, I wonder if the hole pattern might even be square – which would 

then permit FOUR possible orientations, with only ONE correct one. 

 

 

 

 



Correct: 

 

Versus incorrect: 

 

 

 

 



 

Suggested Change 

Change the hole pattern from a rectangle: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

To a trapezoid: 

 

 

Effect of this Change 

While the labeling was clear, the potential still existed for this to be put together in two orientations.  

Changing the hole pattern as shown (conceptually) above would ensure that only the correct orientation 

would be possible. 

Error Proofing is Not Just in Manufacturing 

Like cost and quality, the “big lever” for avoiding errors in the production of a product – whether in 

house or in this case by a customer – is in DESIGN. 

Design accordingly. 
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